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Abstract
Scientific literacy is important for people to make right decisions, evaluate the information quality, maintain physiological and mental health, avoid spending money on useless items. However, since scientific publications are difficult for people outside the domain and so they do not read them at all even if they are accessible. Text simplification approaches can remove some of these barriers to use scientific information, thereby promoting the use of objective scientific findings and avoiding that users rely on shallow information in sources prioritizing commercial or political incentives rather than the correctness and informational value. The CLEF 2021 SimpleText workshop addresses the opportunities and challenges of text simplification approaches to improve scientific information access head-on. This year, we run three pilot tasks trying to answer the following questions: (1) What information should be simplified? (2) Which terms should be contextualized by giving a definition and/or application? (3) How to improve the readability of a given short text (e.g. by reducing vocabulary and syntactic complexity) without significant information distortion?
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1. Introduction
Scientific literacy, including health related questions, is important for people to make right decisions, evaluate the information quality, maintain physiological and mental health, avoid spending money on useless items. For example, the stories the individuals find credible can determine their response to the COVID-19 pandemic, including the application of social distancing, using dangerous fake medical treatments, or hoarding. Unfortunately, stories in social
media are easier for people to understand than the research papers. Scientific texts such as scientific publications can also be difficult to understand for non domain-experts or scientists outside the publication domain. Improving text comprehensibility and its adaptation to different audience remains an unresolved problem. Although, there are some attempts to tackle the issue of text comprehensibility, they are mainly based on readability formulas, which are not convincingly demonstrated the ability to reduce the difficulty of text [1].

To put a step forward to automatically reduce understanding difficulty of a text, we propose a new workshop called SimpleText which aims to create a community interested in generating simplified summaries of scientific documents. Thus, the goal of this workshop is to connect researchers from different domains, such as Natural Language Processing, Information Retrieval, Linguistics, Scientific Journalism etc. to work together on automatic popularisation of science.

Improving text comprehensibility and its adaptation to different audience bring societal, technical, and evaluation challenges. There is a large range of important societal challenges SimpleText is linked to. Open science is one of them. Making the research really open and accessible for everyone implies providing them in a form that can be readable and understandable; referring to the "comprehensibility" of the research results, making science understandable [2]. Another example of those societal challenges is offering means to develop counter-speech to fake news based on scientific results. SimpleText also tackles technical challenges related to data (passage) selection and summarisation, comprehensibility and readability of texts.

To face these challenges, SimpleText provides an open forum aiming at answering questions like:

• What information should be simplified (e.g. in terms document and passage selection and summarisation)?
• What kind of background information should be provided (e.g. which terms should be contextualized by giving a definition and/or application)? What information is the most relevant or helpful?
• How to improve the readability of a given short text (e.g. by reducing vocabulary and syntactic complexity) without information distortion?

We will provide data and benchmarks, and address evaluation challenges underlying the technical challenges, including:

• How to measure text simplification?
• How to evaluate background information?
• How to evaluate information selection?

2. Data Selection, Comprehensibility, Readability

2.1. Data Selection

People have to manage the constantly growing amount of information. According to several estimates the number of scientific journals is around 30,000, with about two million articles published per year [3]. According to scholarly information platform Dimensions¹, from January

¹https://www.dimensions.ai/
2020 to October 2020, about 180,000 articles on Covid-19 were published [4]. To deal with this
data volume, one should have a concise overview, i.e. a summary. People prefer to read a short
document instead of a long one. Thus, even single-document summarization is already a step of
text simplification. Notice, that the information in a summary designed for a scientist from a
specific field should be different from that adapted for general public.

Despite recent significant progress in the domains of information retrieval and natural
language processing (NLP), the problem of constructing consistent overview has not yet been
solved. Automatic text summarization is one of the popular NLP and information access tasks
since a pioneering paper by Luhn [5]. Automatic summarization can simplify access to primary
scientific documents – the resulting concise text is expected to highlight the most important
parts of the document and thus reduces the reader’s efforts. Early studies developed automatic
summarization methods for scientific and technical documents. Evaluation initiatives in the
2000s such as Document Understanding Conference (DUC) and the Summarization track at
the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) have focused primarily on the automatic summarization
of news in various contexts and scenarios. Modern methods of automatic summarization are
trained and tested on large collections of news [6] or social media texts [7]. Scientific articles are
typically provided with a short abstract written by the authors. Thus, automatic generation of
an abstract for a stand-alone article does not seem to be a practical task. However, if we consider
a large collection of scientific articles and citations between them, we can come to a task of
producing an abstract that would contain important aspects of a paper from the perspective of
the community. Such a task has been offered to the participants of the TAC 2014 Biomedical
Summarization Track\(^2\), as well as of the CL-SciSumm shared task series. In particular, the
2020 edition of CL-SciSumm features LaySummary subtask, where a participating system must
produce a text summary of a scientific paper intended for non-technical audience.\(^3\)

Sentence compression can be seen as a middle ground between text simplification and
summarization. The task is to remove redundant or less important parts of an input sentence,
preserving its grammaticality and original meaning [8]. Thus, the main challenge is to choose
which information should be included in a simplified text.

### 2.2. Comprehensibility

Readability, comprehensibility and usability are key points of the information evaluation [9].
The most recent works in the text comprehension field show various approaches to explain
stages and strategies of text comprehension in children, bilinguals, and adults with reading /
learning disabilities. Comprehensibility of a simple text varies for different readership. Readers
of popular science texts have a basic background, are able to process logical connections and
recognize a novelty [10]. In the popular science text, a reader looks for rationalization and clear
links between well known and new [11]. To adopt the novelty, readers need to include new
concepts into their mental representation of the scientific domain.

According to The Free Dictionary, background knowledge is "information that is essential to
understanding a situation or problem"[12]. Lack of basic knowledge can become a barrier to
reading comprehension [13]. In [13], the authors suggested that there is a knowledge threshold

---

\(^2\)https://tac.nist.gov/2014/BiomedSumm/
\(^3\)https://ornlcdn.github.io/SDProc/sharedtasks.html#laysumm
allowing reading comprehension. Background knowledge, along with content, style, location, and some other dimension, are useful for personalised learning [14]. In contrast to newspapers limited by the size of the page, digital technologies provide essentially unbounded capabilities for hosting primary-source documents and background information. However, in many cases users do not read these additional texts. It also is important to remember, that the goal is to keep the text simple and short, not to make it indefinitely long to discourage potential readers.

Entity linking (also known as Wikification) is the task of tying named entities from the text to the corresponding knowledge base items. A scientific text enriched with links to Wikipedia or Wikidata can potentially help mitigate the background knowledge problem, as these knowledge bases provide definitions, illustrations, examples, and related entities. However, the existing standard datasets for entity linking such as [15] are focused primarily on such entities as people, places, and organizations, while a lay reader of a scientific article needs rather assistance with new concepts, methods, etc. Wikification is close to the task of terminology and keyphrase extraction from scientific texts [16].

Thus, the main challenge of the comprehensibility is to provide relevant background knowledge to help a reader to understand a complex scientific text.

2.3. Readability

Readability is the ease with which a reader can understand a written text. It is part of the so called information nutritional label which aims at helping users to analyze information objectively [17].

Readability is different from legibility, which measures how easily a reader can distinguish characters from each other. Readability indices have been widely used to evaluate teaching materials, news, and technical documents for about a century [18, 19]. For example, Gunning fog index, introduced in 1944, estimates the number of years in a scholar system required to understand a given text on the first reading. Similarly, the Flesch–Kincaid readability tests shows the difficulty of a text in English based on word length and sentence length [20]. Although these two metrics are easy to compute, they are criticized for the lack of reliability [21]. The very structure of the readability indices suggested to authors or editors how to simplify a text: organize shorter and more frequent words into short sentences. Later studies incorporate lexical, syntactic, and discourse-level features to predict text readability [22].

In NLP tasks, readability, coherence, conciseness, and grammar are usually assessed manually since it is difficult to express these parameters numerically [23]. However, several studies were carried out in the domain of automatic readability evaluation, including the application of language models [21, 24, 25, 26] and machine learning techniques [27, 26]. Traditional methods of readability evaluation are based on familiarity of terms [28, 29, 30] or their length [31] and syntax complexity (e.g. sentence length, the depth of a parse tree, omission of personal verb, rate of prepositional phrases, noun and verb groups etc.) [24, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Word complexity is usually evaluated by experts [36, 29, 30]. [37] computed average normalized number of words in valid coherent passages without syntactical errors, unresolved anaphora, and redundant information. Several researches argue also the importance of sentence ordering for text understanding [38, 39].

Automatic text simplification might be the next step after estimation of text complexity.Usu-
ally, text simplification task is performed and assessed on the level of individual sentences. To reduce the reading complexity, in [40], the authors introduced a task of sentence simplification through the use of more accessible vocabulary and sentence structure. They provided a new corpus that aligns English Wikipedia with Simple English Wikipedia and contains simplification operations such as rewording, reordering, insertion and deletion. Accurate lexical choice presupposes unambiguous reference to the particular object leading to actualization of its connections with other objects in the domain. Domain complexity concerns the number of objects and concepts in the domain, and connections among them described by the terminology system (see a survey: [41]). Names of the objects are not replaceable in the process of text transformation or simplification due to risk of information distortion [42, 43]. For example, ‘hydroxychloroquine’ represents a derivative of ‘chloroquine’, so the substances are connected thanks to belonging to a set ‘chloroquine derivatives’. However, it is impossible to substitute ‘hydroxychloroquine’ by ‘chloroquine’ while simplifying a medical text about a Covid-19 treatment because of the difference in their chemical composition. A hypernym ‘drugs’ can refer to the substances. The hyperonym generalizes the information while omitting essential difference between the drugs; however, the generalization allows to avoid misinformation [44]. Science text simplification presupposes facilitation of readers’ understanding of complex content by establishing links to basic lexicon, avoiding distortion connections among objects within the domain.

Ideally, the results undergo a human evaluation, since traditional readability indices can be misleading [45]. Automatic evaluation metrics have been proposed for the task: SARI [46] targets lexical complexity, while SAMSA estimates structural complexity of a sentence [47]. Formality style transfer is a cognate task, where a system rewrites a text in a different style preserving its meaning [48]. These tasks are frequently evaluated with BLEU metrics [49] to compare system’s output against gold standard.

Thus, the main challenge of the readability improvement is to reduce vocabulary and syntactic complexity without information distortion while keeping the target genre.

3. Data set

3.1. Collection

For this edition we use the Citation Network Dataset: DBLP+Citation, ACM Citation network

An elastic search index is provided to participants accessible through a GUI API. This Index is adequate to:

- apply basic passage retrieval methods based on vector or language IR models;
- generate Latent Dirichlet Allocation models;
- train Graph Neural Networks for citation recommendation as carried out in StellarGraph
  for example;
- apply deep bi directionnal transformers for query expansion;
- and much more …

---

https://www.aminer.org/citation
https://stellargraph.readthedocs.io/
One of the important problems in manual text simplification is a cognitive bias called the curse of knowledge, which occurs when an individual assumes that their interlocutor has the background to understand them. To leverage this issue, we simplify text passages issued from computer science articles abstracts by a pair of experts. One annotator is a computer scientist who understands the text and simplifies passages. Then each pair of passages (simplified and not) is reread by a professional translator from the University of Western Brittany Translation Office who is an English native speaker but not a specialist in computer science. Each passage is discussed and rewritten multiple times until it becomes clear for non computer scientists. The observation of the obtained simplification examples revealed opposite strategies in making text understandable. On the one hand, shortening passages by eliminating details and generalization seem an efficient strategy. On the other hand, simplified sentences are longer and more concrete, e.g. the sentence from an article on exposing image tampering “The learning classifiers are applied for classification” was simplified as “The machine learning algorithms are applied to detect image manipulation”. For a computer scientist, it is evident that the detection problem is a special case of a binary classification task, but in order to make this sentence understandable for a non computer scientist, the abstract term “classification” should be replaced with a concrete use-case “to detect image manipulation”. Thus, on the one hand our methodology of passage simplification ensures data quality. On the other hand, it provides interesting insights to simplification strategies.

Simplification efficacy depends on the subject: how wide is it spread and whether the field it belongs to is sophisticated or well known thanks to the basic level of education? Nevertheless, every subject can be simplified by improving the text readability and providing background information to improve its comprehensibility. Meanwhile, improving the comprehensibility may bring in distortion of the original content. While selecting the materials for queries, we provide various opportunities to work on simplifications. Thirteen queries are associated with a set of demanded topics including global markets and cryptocurrencies, social media regulation, medicine, technologies and ethical problems caused by AI. The extracted keywords are relevant in retrieving resources that provide relevant information, which is of importance for readers to understand the topic. We retrieved sentences from the documents from the Citation Network Dataset using these keywords to work out manual simplification. Our enhancement aims at readability and comprehensibility of the sources.

In Table 1, the instances of our simplification are shown. The third column of the table contains target sentences. The fourth column includes various types of the simplified sentences:

a. sentences simplifying original construction;
b. sentences generalizing original content;
c. sentences providing basic information;
d. sentences that are easy to read and to comprehend;
e. sentences that provide explanations of terminology.

The (a) case is shown in the first row, where content of the target sentence with the key word ‘misinformation’ is simplified through eliminating heavy construction. It also explains the term ‘confirmation bias’. The (b) case is represented in the second row. Simplification of the
target sentence with the keyword ‘financial markets’ is reached by eliminating the description of the automatized trading on financial markets. The (c) case in the third row shows how content simplification deletes some original content. The simplified sentence expresses basic information instead of comparison of the sensor based control in managing interaction between a robot and its environment over joint positions and velocities. The (d) case is represented by an omission of particular details about JPEG images that does not damage the original content. The simplified sentence about guest and host virtual machines (e) provides an explanation of the terms ‘guest’ and ‘host’ enhancing comprehensibility of the target sentence, nevertheless simplification leads to enlarging the text volume.

57 manually simplified passages were provided to participants for training.

3.2. Queries

For this edition 13 queries are a selection of recent n press titles from The Guardian enriched with keywords manually extracted from the content of the article. It has been checked that each keyword allows to extract at least 5 relevant abstracts. The use of these keywords is optional.

Input format for all tasks:

- Topics in the MD format (see Fig. 1);
- Full text articles from The Guardian (link, folder query_related_content with full texts in the MD format);
- ElasticSearch index on the data server 7;
- DBLP full dump in the JSON.GZ format;

Table 1
Simplification typology examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simplification type</th>
<th>Keyword / Title of The Guardians article</th>
<th>Original sentence</th>
<th>Simplified sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) construction simplification</td>
<td>misinformation / Misinformation runs rampant as Facebook says it may take a week before it unblocks some pages</td>
<td>Simultaneously, they allow the spread of misinformation by empowering individuals to self-select the narratives they want to be exposed to, both through active (confirmation bias) and passive (personalized news algorithms) self-reinforcing mechanisms.</td>
<td>But misinformation is spread via social media because individuals can search for information that confirms their beliefs and personalized news algorithms may supply it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) generalization</td>
<td>financial markets / Bitcoin’s market value exceeds $1tn after price soars</td>
<td>Construction of BSE was motivated by the fact that most of the world’s major financial markets have automated, with trading activity that previously was the responsibility of human traders now being performed by high-speed autonomous automated trading systems.</td>
<td>BSE was built because most of the financial markets became automated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) basic information</td>
<td>humanoid robots / Robots on the rise as Americans experience record job losses amid pandemic</td>
<td>Furthermore, for service and manipulation tasks, it is more suitable to study the interaction between the robot and its environment at the contact point using the sensor based control, rather than specifying the joint positions and velocities required to achieve them.</td>
<td>Interaction between the robot and its environment using the sensor based control is important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) omission of details</td>
<td>forensics / Forensic Architecture: detail behind the devilry</td>
<td>As the most popular multimedia data, JPEG images can be easily tampered without leaving any clues; therefore, JPEG-based forensics, including the detection of double compression, interpolation, rotation, etc., has become an active research topic in multimedia forensics.</td>
<td>JPEG images can be easily manipulated without leaving any clues. This is why researchers are trying to develop methods for JPEG image manipulation detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) terminology explanation</td>
<td>forensics / Forensic Architecture: detail behind the devilry</td>
<td>Guest virtual machines are especially vulnerable to attacks coming from their (more privileged) host.</td>
<td>Guest virtual machines use computing resources provided by a physical machine called a host. Guest virtual machines are especially vulnerable to attacks coming from their host.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• DBLP abstracts extracted for each topic in the following MD format (doc_id, year, abstract) (see Fig.2).
Table 2
Task 1 output example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>run_id</th>
<th>manual</th>
<th>topic_id</th>
<th>doc_id</th>
<th>passage</th>
<th>rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300234933</td>
<td>People are becoming increasingly comfortable using Digital Assistants (DAs) to interact with services or connected objects.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3003409254</td>
<td>big data and machine learning (ML) algorithms can result in discriminatory decisions against certain protected groups defined upon personal data like gender, race, sexual orientation etc.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3003409254</td>
<td>Such algorithms designed to discover patterns in big data might not only pick up any encoded societal biases in the training data, but even worse, they might reinforce such biases resulting in more severe discrimination.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Pilot tasks

To start with, we will develop three pilot tasks that will help to better understand the challenges as well to discuss these challenges and the way to evaluate solutions. Details on the tasks, guideline and call for contributions can be found at www.irit.fr/simpleText, in this paper we just briefly introduce the planned pilot tasks. Note that the pilot tasks are means to help the discussions and to develop a research community around text simplification. Contributions will not exclusively rely on the pilot tasks.

4.1. Task 1: Selecting passages to include in a simplified summary - Content Simplification

Given an article from a major international newspaper general audience, this pilot task aims at retrieving from a large scientific bibliographic database with abstracts, all passages that would be relevant to illustrate this article. Extracted passages should be adequate to be inserted as plain citations in the original paper.

Sentence pooling and automatic metrics will be used to evaluate these results. The relevance of the source document will be evaluated as well as potential unresolved anaphora issues.

Output: A maximum of 1000 passages to be included in a simplified summary in a TSV (Tab-Separated Values) file with the following fields:

- run_id: Run ID starting with team_id;
- manual: Whether the run is manual 0,1;
- topic_id: Topic ID;
- doc_id: Source document ID;
- passage: Text of the selected passage;
- rank: Passage rank.
Table 3
Task 2 output example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>run_id</th>
<th>manual</th>
<th>topic_id</th>
<th>passage_text</th>
<th>term</th>
<th>rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Automated decision making based on big data and machine learning (ML) algorithms can result in discriminatory decisions against certain protected groups defined upon personal data like gender, race, sexual orientation etc. Such algorithms designed to discover patterns in big data might not only pick up any encoded societal biases in the training data, but even worse, they might reinforce such biases resulting in more severe discrimination.</td>
<td>machine learning</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Automated decision making based on big data and machine learning (ML) algorithms can result in discriminatory decisions against certain protected groups defined upon personal data like gender, race, sexual orientation etc. Such algorithms designed to discover patterns in big data might not only pick up any encoded societal biases in the training data, but even worse, they might reinforce such biases resulting in more severe discrimination.</td>
<td>societal biases</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Automated decision making based on big data and machine learning (ML) algorithms can result in discriminatory decisions against certain protected groups defined upon personal data like gender, race, sexual orientation etc. Such algorithms designed to discover patterns in big data might not only pick up any encoded societal biases in the training data, but even worse, they might reinforce such biases resulting in more severe discrimination.</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Task 2: Searching for background knowledge

The goal of this pilot task is to decide which terms (up to 10) require explanation and contextualization to help a reader to understand a complex scientific text - for example, with regard to a query, terms that need to be contextualized (with a definition, example and/or use-case).

Output: List of terms to be contextualized in a tabulated file TSV with the following fields:

- `run_id`: Run ID starting with `team_id_`
- `manual`: Whether the run is manual 0,1
- `topic_id`: Topic ID
- `passage_text`: Passage text
- `term`: Term or other phrase to be explained
- `rank`: Importance of the explanation for a given term

Term pooling and automatic metrics (NDCG,...) will be used to evaluate these results.
### 4.3. Task 3: Scientific text simplification

The goal of this pilot task is to provide a simplified version of text passages. Participants will be provided with queries and abstracts of scientific papers. The abstracts can be split into sentences as in the example. The simplified passages will be evaluated manually with eventual use of aggregating metrics.

**Output:** Simplified passages in a TSV tabulated file with the following fields:

- **run_id:** Run ID starting with `team_id_`;
- **manual:** Whether the run is manual 0,1;
- **topic_id:** Topic ID;
- **doc_id:** Source document ID;
- **source_passage:** Source passage text;
- **simplified_passage:** Text of the simplified passage.

### 5. Program overview

43 teams were registered for the SimpleText workshop. However, participants did not submit their runs on our pilot tasks.

SimpleText will host three invited talks:

- **Importance of Data and Controllability in Neural Text Simplification information on submission** by Wei Xu;
- **What if EVERYONE could understand COVID-19 information? EasyCOVID-19 project** by John Rochford;
- **Evaluation of simplification of scientific texts** by Natalia Grabar.
Wei Xu will demonstrate in her talk that creating high-quality training data and injecting linguistic knowledge can lead to significant performance improvements that overshadow gains from many of these model variants. She will present her two recent works on text simplification, both on lexical and syntactic level: 1) a neural conditional random field (CRF) based semantic model to create parallel training data; 2) a controllable text generation approach that incorporates syntax through pairwise ranking and data augmentation.

John Rochford will present the EasyCOVID-19\(^8\) project which aims to simplify textual information from every world’s government websites.

Grabar extensively worked on technical and simplified medical texts in French\[50, 51\] as well as text transformation topology during simplification\[52\].

Mike Unwalla will give an industrial talk about TermChecker\(^9\), a solution to check a document for compliance to the ASD-STE100 Simplified Technical English specification.

Silvia Araújo and Radia Hannachi will present their work on Multimodal science communication: from documentary research to infographic via mind mapping. They conducted a pedagogical experiment in a university context. The goal of this experiment was to introduce students to active methodologies through a pedagogical approach in three stages. The students were required to read and understand (scientific) texts in order to extract important information and organise it in a new visual communication format using digital tools.

An overview of the SimpleText workshop at the French conference INFORSID-2021 will be presented by Liana Ermakova, Josiane Mothe and Eric Sanjuan.

We will also discuss What Science-Related Topics Need to Be Popularized? via a comparative study.

Malek Hajjem and Eric Sanjuan will present their work on Societal trendy multi word term extraction from DBLP. In their experiments, they focus on scientific terms in news articles using the SimpleText corpus and a collection of French political parties press releases. They found that the overlap between journalistic articles and scientific publications is higher than expected. They studied how ongoing scientific research is impacted by ongoing political debate.

The second part of the workshop will be interactive. We are soliciting position statements on opportunities, problems, and solutions in text simplification and its evaluation.

6. Conclusion

The paper introduced the CLEF 2021 SimpleText track, consisting of a workshop and pilot tasks on text simplification for scientific information access. As SimpleText is in the intersection of computer science (namely AI, IR and NLP) and linguistics, the collaboration of the researchers from these domains is necessary. The SimpleText workshop relies on an interdisciplinary community of researchers in automatic language processing, information retrieval, linguistics, sociology, science journalism and science popularization working together to try to solve one of the biggest challenges of today. This diversity is reflected by the previewed presentations.

\(^8\)https://easycovid19.org/
\(^9\)https://www.techscribe.co.uk/
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